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Wanda Wladyslawa N. on BirdEye (/john-h-stroger-jr-hospital-556862656/review/7980116901800489343)
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 2 months ago
They were supposed to treat our matriarch Wanda Nida for edema in her legs and thrughout body. Instead they
treated her for usual community pneumonia. She was discharged much sicker than upon admittance as this photo
proves. She was supposed to be driven home by us, not in crappy john stroger jr ambulance:
encyclopediasupreme org/Babcia/BabciaWambulansie_10-11-10.bmp
encyclopediasupreme org/Babcia/BabciaWAmbulansie_10-11-10.jpg
nancy jarasek super jerk from patient relations did not offer us any comfort, instead she called on state prosecutor
to arrest me and my mother because we wanted the truth and hospital had no intentions telling the truth. She also
tried to issue do not contact order. ... more>>

(https://birdeye.com/resources/ebooks/the-ultimate-

guide-to-managing-negative-reviews/)

Zupco Z.

on Citysearch (http://www.citysearch.com/pro le/728465530/chicago_il/john_h_stroger_jr_hospital.html)

2 years ago

John Stroger animal hospital is the worst public "hospital" in the world. When my dearest grandma Santa Wanda
Nida was treated there in October 2010, they did not take care of her properly at all. Her "doctors" Swapna
Aradhyula, Matthew Bielecki, Jihane Zaza Dit Yafawi did not take care of her at all. Yawa & Aradhyula (from
Terroriststan, unfortunately America keeps inviting "doctors" who graduated from 2 weeks correspondence
schools cuz it does not have its own) took her off necessary furosemide but that's why MS. Nida was accepted to
the hospital in the rst place to put her on furosemide IV. She needed that medicine directly thru blood to get rid of
EDEMA. Her legs were very bloated.
B... more>>

nitacj on Yellow Pages (https://www.yellowpages.com/chicago-il/mip/john-h-stroger-jr-hospital-92477)
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 9 years ago
I JUST MOVE HEAR FROM THE SOUTH I HAVE A LOT OF MEDICAIL PROBLEM GOING WITH ME I BROUGHT MY
MEDICAIL RECORDS WIHT ME I HAVE NO INSURERES HOW- CAN YOU ALL HELP ME MY
P #6629982677 thanks
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